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for a series of fusion reactions are calculated and the results are in good agreement with experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the study of the mechanism for heavy-ion fusion
reactions at energies near the Coulomb barrier, especially, the
mechanism for the enhancement of fusion cross sections for
neutron-rich systems has attracted a lot of attention. The
knowledge of the mechanism of the enhancement of fusion
cross sections for heavy and neutron-rich systems is useful in
the synthesis of superheavy elements. In heavy-ion fusion
reactions, the excitation and deformation of projectile and
target, neck formation, and nucleon transfer strongly influ-
ence the dynamics of fusion processes. These effects are
more pronounced near and below the fusion barrier. For
heavy systems, in order to consider these effects a very large
number of degrees of freedom of motion is involved and the
situation becomes very complicated. Thus one will meet
great difficulty by macroscopic dynamics models[1] in
which only few degrees of freedom of motion are included.
The difficulty is also encountered by the fusion coupled
channel model[2] for it is quite difficult, even impossible, to
include such a large number of possible channels in practical
calculations. Therefore, it is highly requisite to develop a
microscopic dynamical model suitable for studying heavy-
ion fusion reactions by which one can consistently take ac-
count of the dynamical deformation, particle transfer, iso-
spin, and mass asymmetry effects, etc. In our previous work
[3,4], an improved quantum molecular dynamics(ImQMD)
model was proposed. Main improvements in the ImQMD
model are as follows: The surface and surface symmetry en-
ergy terms are introduced in the potential energy part; a sys-
tem size dependent wave-packet width is introduced in order
to consider the evolution of the wave-packet width; an ap-
proximate treatment of antisymmetrization, namely, a phase
space occupation constraint is adopted[5]. With this model
we have studied the dynamical evolution of the fusion barrier
as well as the development of the neck in fusion reactions of
40,48Ca+90,96Zr. However, more tests of our model are

needed. Before that one of the most urgent problems that has
to be solved is to increase the time of keeping an individual
nucleus to be stable and in a good shape(close to ground
state shape) without emission of nucleons in order to study
the dynamical process for fusion reactions of heavy nuclei.
As is well known that the time scale for the formation pro-
cess of a compound system in a fusion reaction of heavy
nuclei is about thousands fm/c, and also the time scale of
quasifission which reduces the fusion probability substan-
tially in fusion processes of heavy nuclei is about several
thousands fm/c or longer. To meet this requirement, in this
paper we develop an updated version of improved quantum
molecular dynamics model named ImQMD-II based on our
previous work[3,4]. This paper we mainly devote to modi-
fication of the parameters of the potential energy functional
in the model. As is well known that the parameters of the
potential energy functional in the QMD model are obtained
based on Skyrme forces. There are quite a lot of new ver-
sions of Skyrme forces having been developed following the
development of the knowledge of nuclear equation of state.
The newly developed Skyrme forces such as the SLy series
are designed to study the properties of nuclei away from the
b-stability line in addition to nuclei along theb-stability line.
It has been shown that these modern Skyrme forces can de-
scribe the properties of the nuclei away fromb-stability line
better than the old Skyrme forces[6]. Therefore it seems to
us to be worthwhile to try new parameters for the ImQMD
model based on the modern parametrizations of Skyrme
forces such as the SLy series as well as the other popular
versions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
introduce the formalism of the ImQMD-II model and the
improvements. The applications of this model to the fusion
reactions at energies near the Coulomb barrier are reported in
Sec. III. Finally, the summary and discussion are given in
Sec. IV.

II. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE IMPROVED
QMD MODEL

In this section we introduce the updated ImQMD model
(ImQMD-II ) in more details. First, a brief introduction to the
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ImQMD model is presented. Then, we will give the new
development of ImQMD. Finally, the calculation results of
the properties of selected nuclei with the ImQMD-II model
are given.

A. Brief introduction of the ImQMD model

For readers convenience, let us first briefly introduce the
ImQMD model. In the ImQMD model, the same as in the
original QMD model[7–10], each nucleon is represented by
a coherent state of a Gaussian wave packet

fisr d =
1

s2psr
2d3/4expF−

sr − r id2

4sr
2 +

i

"
r ·piG , s1d

wherer i ,pi, are the centers ofith wave packet in the coor-
dinate and momentum space, respectively.sr represents the
spatial spread of the wave packet. The totalN-body wave
function is assumed to be the direct product of these coherent
states. Through a Wigner transformation, the one-body phase
space distribution function forN-distinguishable particles is
given by:

fsr ,pd = o
i

1

sp"d3expF−
sr − r id2

2sr
2 −

2sr
2

"2 sp − pid2G . s2d

For identical fermions, the effects of the Pauli principle
were discussed in a broader context by Feldmeier and
Schnack[11]. The approximate treatment of antisymmetriza-
tion is adopted in the ImQMD model by means of the phase
space occupation constraint method[3–5]. The density and
momentum distribution functions of a system read

rsr d =E fsr ,pdd3p = o
i

risr d, s3d

gspd =E fsr ,pdd3r = o
i

gispd, s4d

respectively, where the sum runs over all particles in the
system.risr d and gispd are the density and momentum dis-
tributions of nucleoni:

risr d =
1

s2psr
2d3/2expF−

sr − r id2

2sr
2 G , s5d

gispd =
1

s2psp
2d3/2expF−

sp − pid2

2sp
2 G , s6d

wheresr and sp are the widths of wave packets in coordi-
nate and momentum space, respectively, and they satisfy the
minimum uncertainty relation:

srsp =
"

2
. s7d

The propagation of nucleons under the self-consistently
generated mean field is governed by Hamiltonian equations
of motion:

ṙ i =
] H

] pi
, ṗi = −

] H

] r i
. s8d

The HamiltonianH consists of the kinetic energy and the
effective interaction potential energy:

H = T + U, s9d

T = o
i

pi
2

2m
. s10d

The effective interaction potential energy includes the
nuclear local interaction potential energy and the Coulomb
interaction potential energy:

U = Uloc + UCoul, s11d

and

Uloc =E Vlocsr ddr , s12d

whereVlocsr d is potential energy density.
The potential energy densityVlocsr d in the ImQMD model

reads

Vloc =
a

2

r2

r0
+

b

g + 1

rg+1

r0
g +

gsur

2r0
s=rd2 + gt

rh+1

r0
h

+
Cs

2r0
fr2 − kss=rd2gd2, s13d

whered=rn−rp/rn+rp. The first three terms in above ex-
pression can be obtained from the potential energy functional
of Skyrme forces directly. The fifth term is the symmetry
potential energy part where both the bulk and the surface
symmetry energy are included. In addition, we introduce an
extra small correction termVt=gt rh+1/r0

h snamed tau termd
in the potential energy functional. Inserting expressions13d
into s12d, we obtain the local interaction potential energy
omitting self-energies:

TABLE I. Parameters used in the QMD model and the corre-
sponding values obtained from various Skyrme parametrizations.

Parameter a sMeVd b sMeVd g gsur sMeV fm2d

QMD (hard) −124.0 71.0 2

QMD (soft) −356.0 303.0 7/6

SIII [15] −139.6 71.4 2 20.14

SkP[18] −362.8 309.6 7/6 19.84

SkM [16] −327.3 258.0 7/6 20.32

SkM* [17] −327.3 258.0 7/6 21.82

SLy10 [6] −310.2 228.8 7/6 21.57
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where

ri j =
1

s4psr
2d3/2expF−

sr i− r jd2

4sr
2 G , s15d

fsij =
3

2sr
2 − S r i− r j

2sr
2 D2

, s16d

and ti =1 for protons and −1 for neutrons. One should note
that the third term in Eq.s14d comes from both surface term
and the correction to the second term of Eq.s13d ssee Ref.
f3gd, and thusg0 is actually treated as a parameter in the
model.

The Coulomb energy can be written as a sum of the direct
and the exchange contribution, and the latter being taken into
account in the Slater approximation[12–14]

UCoul =
1

2
E rpsr d

e2

ur − r 8u
rpsr 8ddrdr 8 − e23

4
S 3

p
D1/3E rp

4/3dR,

s17d

whererp is the density distribution of protons of the system.
The collision term and phase space occupation constraint can
also readjust the momenta, but the former plays a very small
role in low energy heavy-ion collisions and the latter only
happens occasionally. The phase space occupation constraint
method f5g and the system-size-dependent wave-packet
width are adopted as that in the previous version of ImQMD
f3,4g.

B. The new development in ImQMD(ImQMD-II) model

The new development of the ImQMD model mainly are
reconsidering the parameters in the potential energy func-
tional [see expression(13)]. In the expression(13), the first

three terms can be obtained from the potential energy func-
tional of a standard Skyrme interaction directly. The param-
etersa, b, g, and gsur can be related to the parameters of
Skyrme interactions by

a

2

1

r0
=

3

8
t0, s18d

b

g + 1

1

r0
g =

1

16
t3, s19d

and

gsur

2r0
=

1

64
s9t1 − 5t2 − 4t2x2d, s20d

where the parameterg takes the same value as in the Skyrme
interaction. The linear density dependence of the symmetry
energy term is taken and the parameter is fixed by the sym-
metry energy coefficient. In Table I we list thea, b, andg
parameters used in the QMD modelf8g and the correspond-
ing values obtained from various versions of Skyrme inter-
actionf6,15–18g. From the table one can find the parameters
of QMDshardd are close to that of SIII, and the soft one is
close to SkP.

The SIII parametrization was proposed in 1975 and with
it one could describe the ground state properties of spherical
nuclei very well. However, the incompressibility modulus of
symmetric nuclear matter obtained from SIIIsK`

<365 MeVd is too high[19]. Taking this into account, Kri-
vine et al. derived the SkM interaction at 1980. Later on,
detailed studies of the fission barriers[20] in the actinide
region resulted in a more refined value of the nuclear surface
tension. Then SkM* [17] was derived which gave a more
refined surface tension. Nowadays, the symmetry energy part
of the interaction attracts a lot of interest as nuclei further
away from the stability line can be expected to be produced
with the coming radioactive beam facilities. Putting more
emphasis on the isospin degree of freedom, a series of sets of
SLy parametrizations were proposed in the late 1990’s for

TABLE II. The parameters of IQ1.

Parameter a sMeVd b sMeVd g g0 sMeV fm2d gt sMeVd h Cs sMeVd ks sfm2d r0 sfm−3d

IQ1 −310.0 258.0 7/6 19.8 9.5 2/3 32.0 0.08 0.165

TABLE III. The binding energies and root-mean-square charge radii of a series ground state nuclei calculated by the ImQMD-II model
with IQ1 interaction.

Nuclei 208Pb 140Ce 132Sn 114Sn 90Zr 56Ni 48Ca 40Ca 16O

Binding Expt.[17] sMeVd 7.87 8.38 8.35 8.53 8.71 8.64 8.67 8.55 7.98

energy IQ1sMeVd 7.77 8.35 8.27 8.51 8.71 8.63 8.67 8.65 8.23

rms Expt.[17] sfmd 5.50 4.88 4.27 3.75 3.48 3.49 2.73

radius IQ1sfmd 5.51 4.87 4.79 4.55 4.25 3.71 3.54 3.44 2.72
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reproducing the properties of the nuclei from theb-stability
line to the drip lines[6].

Considering the successes of SkM* in describing the sur-
face tension and SLy in describing the properties of nuclear
systems far away fromb-stability line, the SkM* and SLy
parametrization can provide us with a reference to adjust the
new ImQMD parameters. Concerning the symmetry energy
term, the linear density dependence of the bulk symmetry
energy term is taken and the parameter is fixed by the sym-
metry energy coefficient. The surface-symmetry energy term
is also introduced. This term is important for having a correct
neutron skin, which was introduced in the liquid-drop model
[21,22]. For Skyrme interactions[6,23], the surface-
symmetry term can be extracted which reads

Usurf−symm= −
Csks

2r0
E f=rsr dg2dsr d2dr . s21d

It modifies the symmetry potential at surface region, and
therefore it is especially important for correctly describing
the neck dynamics in fusion reactions of neutron-rich nuclei.
In our previous work this term was introduced and it was
found that this term played a role in the fusion dynamics. We
will study this effect in the following section. Taking SkM*

and SLy parametrizations as the reference we propose a
new set of parameters for the ImQMD model by reproduc-
ing the properties of ground state of selected nuclei208Pb,
90Zr, 40Ca, and16O and the fusion cross sections of40Ca
+ 48Ca f24g, 40Ca+90,96Zr f25g. The new set of ImQMD
parameters named IQ1 is listed in Table II.

From Tables I and II, one can see that the parameter set of
IQ1 is generally close to SLy10 and SkM*.

In Table III we list the binding energies and the root-
mean-square charge radii of208Pb, 140Ce, 132Sn, 114Sn, 90Zr,
56Ni, 46Ca,40Ca, and16O calculated by the ImQMD-II model
with parameter set IQ1. The experimental data are also listed
for comparison and it is shown that the calculated results are
in good agreement with experimental data. In Fig. 1, we
present the time evolution of binding energies and root-
mean-square charge radii for90Zr and208Pb calculated by the
ImQMD-II model with IQ1 parameters. One can see that
their binding energies and root-mean-square charge radii re-
main constant with a very small fluctuation and the bound
nuclei evolve stably without spurious emission for a period
of time of about 3000 fm/c, which is essential for applica-
tions to fusion reactions of heavy nuclei as is discussed in the
introduction.

FIG. 1. The time evolution of binding energies and root-mean-
square charge radii for90Zr and208Pb calculated by the ImQMD-II
model with parameter set of IQ1.

FIG. 2. The static Coulomb
barriers of 40Ca+48Ca, 40Ca
+90Zr, 16O+16O, and16O+208Pb.
The solid and dashed curves de-
note the results of ImQMD-II with
parameters of IQ1 and those of
proximity potential, respectively.
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III. APPLICATIONS TO FUSION REACTIONS NEAR
THE COULOMB BARRIER

In this section, we show the calculation results of Cou-
lomb barriers and fusion excitation functions for a series of
fusion systems by means of the ImQMD-II model with pa-
rameters of IQ1.

A. The Coulomb barrier

The interaction potentialVsRd is defined by

VsRd = E12sRd − E1 − E2. s22d

Here R is the distance between the centers of mass of pro-
jectile and target.E12sRd is the total energy of whole sys-

tem, while E1 and E2 are the energies of projectilesliked
and targetsliked part, respectively. For kinetic energies,
the Thomas-Fermi approximation is adopted as mentioned
in Ref. f26g. By using the ImQMD model, both the static
and dynamic Coulomb barrier can be calculated. For the
static Coulomb barrier case, the static density distribution
which is the same as the initial density distribution of
projectile and target is adopted, while for the dynamic
Coulomb barrier case the density distribution of the sys-
tem changes dynamically due to the interaction between
the reaction partners.

We show the static Coulomb barriers calculated by the
ImQMD-II model with parameter set of IQ1 for40Ca+48Ca,
40Ca+90Zr, 16O+16O, and16O+208Pb in Fig. 2. The results
calculated from proximity potential[27] are also shown in

FIG. 3. The static Coulomb
barriers of131I+ 131I, 54Cr+208Pb,
32S+230Th, and 12C+250Fm. The
solid and dashed curves denote
the results of ImQMD-II with pa-
rameters of IQ1 and those of prox-
imity potential, respectively.

FIG. 4. The probability of fusion reactiongfussE,bd as a func-
tion of impact parameter for40Ca+48Ca atEc.m.=60 MeV.

FIG. 5. The probability of fusion reactiongfussE,bd for 40Ca
+48Ca atEc.m.=60,58,54,52 MeV.
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the figures. One can see that the Coulomb barriers calculated
with ImQMD-II are in good agreement with those from
proximity potential[27].

In addition, the effects of the mass asymmetry of projec-
tile and target on the static Coulomb barrier are studied
through calculating the static Coulomb barriers for131I
+ 131I, 54Cr+208Pb, 32S+230Th, and 12C+250Fm fusion sys-
tems which can form the same compound nucleus262Sg. In
Fig. 3, the solid curves denote the static Coulomb barriers
calculated by ImQMD-II with parameters IQ1 and the

dashed curves denote the results from the proximity poten-
tial. From Fig. 3 one can get two points: the first one is that
the results from ImQMD-II are in good agreement with those
from proximity potential when two nuclei do not overlap too
much in space. The proximity potential may not be able to
give an accurate result at the overlapping region where the
ImQMD model is applicable. Clearly, the results for the
overlapping region are more interesting, especially for the
cases of heavy systems. The second one is that with the
increase of the mass asymmetry of projectile and target

FIG. 6. The fusion excitation
functions of (a) 40Ca+48Ti [28],
(b) 46Ti+ 46Ti [29], (c) and (d)
40Ca+90,96Zr [25], (e) and (f)
32,34S+89Y [30], and (g) and (h)
28Si, 35Cl+ 92Zr [31] at energies
near the Coulomb barrier. The
open circles denote the experi-
mental data, and the filled tri-
angles denote the results of
ImQMD-II with parameters of
IQ1. The crosses denote the re-
sults of one-dimension WKB ap-
proximation.
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(from 131I+ 131I to 12C+250Fm) the height of the Coulomb
barrier decreases gradually and the capture probability
should be enhanced consequently[26].

B. Fusion cross sections

In the ImQMD model, we first create certain reaction
events for each incident energyE and impact parameterb (in
this work the number is 100) and then counting the number
of fusion events, we obtain the probability of fusion reac-
tions,gfussE,bd, then the cross section is calculated by using
the expression[3]:

s fussEd = 2pE
0

bmax

bgfussE,bddb= 2p o bgfussE,bdDb.

s23d

At a certain incident energy, the probability of fusion reac-
tions gfussE,bd decreases with the increase of impact pa-
rameter as shown in Fig. 4. This is because the interaction
between two nuclei decreases gradually from central col-
lisions to peripheral collisions, and following it the prob-
ability for fusion reactions decreases and that for elastic
scattering processes increases. In addition, thegfussE,bd
decreases quickly with the decrease of incident energies
within the energy range interested in this work. Figure 5
presents the evolution of the fusion probability with im-
pact parameter atEc.m.=60,58,54,52 MeV,respectively.
One can see from the figure that the fusion probability
falls when the incident energy decreases from 60 MeV to
52 MeV and for energies below the Coulomb barrier, fu-
sion events generally only occur at central collisions.

In Fig. 6, we show the fusion excitation functions for
40Ca+48Ti [28], 46Ti+ 46Ti [29], 40Ca+90,96Zr [25], 32,34S
+ 89Y [30], and28Si,35Cl+ 92Zr [31] at energies near the Cou-
lomb barrier, and the experimental data are also presented for
comparison. In the figure the triangles denote the results of
ImQMD-II with parameters of IQ1 and the circles denote the
experimental data and crosses denote the results of one-

dimension WKB approximation[32]. One can see from the
figure that calculation results of ImQMD-II for the fusion
excitation functions are generally in good agreement with
experimental data, which implies that our model is quite rea-
sonable. Now let us study the influence of the surface-
symmetry energy term on the fusion cross sections, we show
the calculation results of the fusion excitation functions of
40Ca+48Ca[24] at energies near the Coulomb barrier without
and with the surface-symmetry energy term taken into ac-
count in Fig. 7. One can find from the figure that at incident
energies above the Coulomb barrier the fusion cross sections
calculated under two cases are approximately equal, while at
incident energies below the barrier the difference between
two cases become obvious, and for this case the fusion cross
sections without surface-symmetry energy term taken into
account are obviously larger than the experimental data and
those with surface-symmetry energy term taken into account
can reproduce the experimental data well. We have found
that theN/Z ratio at neck region is enhanced at the early
stage for neutron-rich fusion process[4], which is driven by
the symmetry potential. It lowers the fusion barrier and con-
sequently enhances the fusion cross section. If only the bulk
term is taken into account, the effect of the symmetry energy
term becomes too strong at surface region and therefore a
surface-symmetry energy term should be taken into account
in order to reduce the effect of the bulk symmetry energy
term at surface region. It is especially important for having a
correct neck dynamics in neutron-rich nuclear fusion reac-
tions.

For further testing the reliability of ImQMD, we calculate
the excitation function for fusion reactions of the neutron-
rich radioactive beam132Sn bombarding on the neutron-rich
target64Ni at energies near the Coulomb barrier, which was
recently measured[33]. Figure 8 shows the comparison of
our calculation results and the experimental data as well as
the results from coupled-channel calculations[33]. The solid
circles denote the experimental data, the triangles denote the

FIG. 7. The fusion excitation function for40Ca+48Ca. The stars
denote the experimental data. The solid circles and triangles denote
the results without and with the surface-symmetry term taken into
account, respectively.

FIG. 8. The fusion excitation function of132Sn+64Ni [33]. The
solid circles denote the experimental data. The filled triangles de-
note the results of ImQMD-II with parameters of IQ1. The dashed
and solid curves denote the results of coupled-channel calculations
including inelastic excitation(IE) of the projectile and target and IE
plus neutron transfer(n&IE), respectively.
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results of ImQMD-II with parameters of IQ1. The dashed
and solid curves denote the results of coupled-channel calcu-
lations including inelastic excitation(IE) of the projectile
and target and IE plus neutron transfer(n&IE), respectively
(see Ref.[33] and references therein). From Fig. 8 one can
find that the coupled-channel calculations significantly un-
derpredicted the sub-barrier fusion cross sections[33]. This
is because with the coupled-channel model it is difficult to
consider all degrees of freedom of motion, the number of
which is extremely large in sub-barrier fusion reactions for
heavier systems, while with the ImQMD model, all degrees
of freedom of motion are self-consistently included. Thus,
this model may possibly provide us with a useful approach to
explore the mechanism of the capture process in the synthe-
sis of superheavy elements. The work concerning this aspect
is in progress and the results will be reported in the future
work.

As a test we also make applications of our model to de-
scribe the charge distributions of fragments in multifragmen-
tation processes. In Fig. 9 we show the charge distribution of
fragments by using the ImQMD-II model with parameter set
of IQ1 for Ca+Ca atE=35 MeV/nucleon[34] and Xe+Sn
at E=50 MeV/nucleon[35]. One can find that the charge
distribution of fragments, especially the number of interme-
diate mass fragments is in good agreement with experimental
data. It is well known that the number of intermediate mass
fragments is usually being underpredicted in QMD model
calculations. Our results are encouraging and it seems to us
that the model can be used for heavy-ion collisions at both
low energies and intermediate energies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we have made further improvements in the
ImQMD model and proposed a new version, namely, the

ImQMD-II model in which a new small correction term and
a surface-symmetry energy term are introduced in the poten-
tial energy functional in addition to the terms adopted in the
normal isospin dependent QMD model. A parameter set for
the potential energy functional based on Skyrme interaction
of SkM* and SLy series is introduced. By using the new
version of the ImQMD model, the ground state properties of
a series selected nuclei can be described very well. The time
evolution of individual nuclei can remain stable for about
several thousands fm/c which roughly fits the requirement
for study of fusion reactions of heavy nuclei. We have shown
that with this model both the Coulomb barriers and the fu-
sion excitation functions for a series of fusion systems(in-
cluding neutron-rich radioactive beam132Sn+64Ni fusion re-
actions) at energies near the barrier can be reproduced very
well. Our study shows that the microscopic dynamical model
such as the ImQMD model has an advantage of taking ac-
count of the dynamical effects such as the excitations of
projectile and target(deformation and vibration), neck for-
mation, isospin, and mass asymmetry, etc. simultaneously
and thus offers a useful way to study fusion reactions of
heavy nuclei. Furthermore, we have also shown that this
model seems to work well on the charge distribution of frag-
ments in multifragmentation processes.
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